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THE SOCIAL OTILITY OF A GRADUATE 

STUDENT AMONG AMAZONIAN RUBBER TAPPERS 

Edward Whitesell 

__ May 14, 1990 

.. 

One bright Sunday morn!ng, not very long ago, two rubber 

tappers, a fisherman, anda graduate student set off together in a 

dugout canoe. Partly on,business and partly for pleasure, they 

paddled through the flooded forests of a rubber estate that the 

graduate student had never visited. The patrão of that region was 

called Antônio Pretinho, and the graduate student was aware of the 

fact that he had expelled a rubber tapper fran the rubber estate two 

months earlier. The controversy had not ended there, however, be 

cause the rubber tapptt, baving received no.indemnification for his 

improvements to the rubber estate, continued to assert his rights 

to harvest the manioc he had planted, all of which had been claimed 

by the patrão. 

As luck would have it, not much more than an hour went by be 

fore they crossed paths with a canoe paddled by none other than 
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Antônio Pretinho. As Antônio paddled closer, he sized up the un 

likely crew before him. In the bow and stern sat two strong, 

middle-aged men, one Black, the other with the eyes and che'ek bones 

of an Indian. Behi~~-the bowman sat a very old Mestizo with a tiny 

cigarette stub stuck to his bottom lip: Next in the canoe perched 

a skinny, white stranger with a mysterious-lookinc, w:.!tch (actually 

a compass) placed on.top of a bag between his incredibly long legs • . 
The first tbing that Antônio said after, "Good morning" was, "Is he 

from the union?", He gestured with pursed lips toward the graduate 

student. "Oh no," came the quick reply from the bowman. "He's just 

doing some kind of research. Nobody here even knows whether it's 

going to help us or hurt us.in the long run." 

That response served two purposes at once. It .. provided the gra 

duate student with a cover of neutrality in a politically sensitive 

situation, but it also senta message to the graduate student, who 

knew that his friend in the bow was speaking the truth. ·-The rubber 

tappers of the Juruâ have heard claims of "social utility" before, 

from other outsiders who have come and gone over the last 15 years 

and their poverty, if it has changed at all in that period of time, 

has worsened. Today, this graduate student's "social utility report" 

is really no better than a sack full of good intentions. After 

everyone has packed up and left the May, 1990 mid-term conference, 

the burden of proof will remain with that graduate student. 

The present research was conceived and designed from the begin 

. ning with the intention of contributing to the achievement of the 

dual objectives of the gra~sroots movement of Brazilian rubber 
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tappers, namely, to protect the natural ecosystems where they live 

and work and to improve their socio•economic living standards. 

Within the four short years since the conception of this research 

project, the mõvernent of Brazili~p_rubbe~_tappers has been caught up 

in an internati_onal polemic o,,er the Amazon rain forest. Without in 

dulging in a digression conce1·:,1ing the impact that international fame 

has had on the rubber tappers' process of self-empowerment and organ 

ization~ suffice it to say that my own research has become increas 

ingly oriented toward a third objective, as a direct result of this 

polemic.and its ramifications. That objective is to contribute to 

reinforcing the grassroots nature of the rubber tappers' movement, 

based upon a conviction, which only grows firmer as the research 

progresses, that the interests of both the rubber tappers ~nd envi 

ronmentalists will be severely compromised if the increasingly •top 

down" approach to the creation of extractive reserves is not redi 

.rected. 

The specific products of this research that are the most likely 

to make the intended contributions to envirorunental protection and 

grassroots development include literature for popular audiences, 

public speaking end slide pr~sentations, ahd consultations with 

instrumental players in gove-nmental and non•governmental organiza 

tions. The process of writihg a doctoral dissertation, and academic 

articles based upon the research will serve to construct the theore 

tical and analytical foundation of the argument that will ultimately 

t_ be discussed with a wider audience, as well as compiling and present- 

iJ"I\J ··he empirical documentation necessary to make rr,y oth,"!r presenta- 

--------- 
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tione ao~ewhat authoritative. Z do not believe that the academic 

literature would1 on ita own, be of much aocial utility. 

Alt.hough the content of theae vorioue forma of inforaiation 

exchange remaina to be refined during the conti.~~ing p~oceas of 

research and analyaía, it is ~~ready definable in a general e,,~ae. 

In the r::rat place, the aearch for appropriate modela of susti lnable 

development and environmental protection in the Amazon Basin is cu~- 

rently handicapped by a lack of bosic information about contemporary 

relationships between people and their environment in most of the 

traditional extractive regions, with a few exceptions such as tbe 

Acre River Valley. With a poor Wlderstanding of such geographical 

circumstances and their variation between different regions where 

extraotion is or could be practieed• some·well-meaning development 

specialiets and environmentalists have come to believe that models 

for environmental protection and grassroots development that have 

eprung from the grassroots in one area may be imposed rrom above in 

quite dif~erent areas. 'nlis research project haa already produced 

data that can be put to imrnediate use by entitie& seeking to mold 

general modele o.f environmental protection and graesroots development 

to con.form vi.th the variety o!' local circumstances encountered in 

the Ama :on Basin. 

ln the aecond place, a doseription and analysis o.f the social 

processe& that are responsible .for environrnental and human impover- 

ishment, in a region that is too-often thou~,t o~ as an unpopulated, 

natural wilderness, may contribute to re.forming some problems by 

simply giving them greater exposure. The status guo in the regi.on 

(1·~·• environmental de~radntion, extrcm~ poverty and 
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routine violation of hwnan rights) has thus far provento be rela 

tively inunune fo reforma imposed from the outside, in large pert 

because the ;-egion' à anonyrnit"y h·as alloweã its dominant -elas~ to 

chose which national and state laws to ebide by ~nd which to ignQre. 

The products of this research project ~il! not, however, consist 

solely of a descriptive regional geography. Included, as well, will 
- 

be specific recomrnendations for governmental and non-governmental 

organizations, offering such ideas, for example, as the following: 

(1) Subsistence resource management - There must be legal, 

administrative, scientific and popular ;eforms if the resources cri 

tical to local inhabitants are to be sustained. Fish, turtles, wild 

game and certain, species of trees should be given. legal status as 

subsistence resources, with allocation, priority in cases of scarcity 

clearly defined for local conswnptionw as opposed to commercial use. 

Baàic research rernains to be done clarifying life-cycles, population, 

status, historical and current use levels and their population, 

impacte, and critical habitat areas. Management, which is non 

existent for all practical purposes, must be effectively initiated. 

Management policies end regulations would preferably be established 

tbrough subsistence resource commissions e~mposed of both resource 

professionala and representatives of subst -tence users in the com 

'Ínunities of the region~ Enforcement would depend upon organized 

popular defense of management regulations, in cooperation with 

professional resource protection officials. 

(2) Agricultura! assistance - The most simple extension ser 

vices, such as ~~-s··ribution. of appropriate tools and seeds, pest- 

Ad:W $ IIQI- 14_ ... .@ 
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control assistance, and pilot production,of milk for children in 

local communities, would be a vast improvement over the total lack 

of such assistance to date. Agricultural lo•ns could also be con~ 

sidered. 

(3) Health and edue~tional training - Instead of ambitious 

proposals for health poste. and schools accessible to every com-· 

munity of rubber tappers, what is needed immediately is a program 

to train,volunteers from the rubber tappers' communLties. These 

would be people committed to passing on information. about disease 

prevention measures that any community can undertake, first-aid 

techniques that are not already known, uses of medicinal plants, 

and the proper use of medicines. (The improper use of medicines 

is a serious problem in,many areas.) Literacy training and educa 

tional materials could be provided to those volunteers with basic 

levels of literacy, so that they could help educate interested 

neighbors. 

(4) Grassroots political organization, - The rubber tappers 

are perceived internationally as a mobilized force for rain forest 

protection. Notwithstanding this image (and, in, fact, totally un~ 

aware of it), the rubber tappers in-Amazonas Stete~are not.....an,ef- 

...fective force for eny pi.litical objective and, according·tó our re 

search findings, the great majority are not at ~11 concerned ·about 

l' <he demise of the rain, forest. We will be recommending to the 

National Rubber Tappers' Council, the Union of Rural Workers and 

. the Movement for Grassroots Education.various ways in,which we feel 

that grassroots mobilization,may be more effective the,l it has been 

t . 
> 
I 
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to date in the study area. 

(5) Extractive reserves - I will be offerin9 a epecific pro 

posal for extraotive reserves in the region that will be clearly 

framed as a proposal for discussion purposes. As such, it will be 

made explicit that this propo.sal is nC>t intended to become tbe basis 

for government action unless lt were to be supported in,the future 

by the majority of the inhabitants of the proposed reserves. The 
• 

reason, for offering a specific proposal at all is to add impetus to 

the organization. of the local rubber tappers around a theme which 

provides thern avenues of national and international political and 

econornic support. 

So far, I have outlined the desired social contributions of this 

research by describing its fin!shed products, including the forms 

they will take, their various audiences, and sornething of their 

likely contents. I have clearly taken. the position, thet social 

utility is maximized by the active involvernent of the intellectual 

in, the public disscussion.of his or her findings and in the political 

struggle for implernentation of the ehanges in the status st22 that 

logically follow upon those findings. There is, however, another 

aspect of the social utility of research that remains to be addressed. 

It is an aspect that should-preceed the question. of final products. 

I arn talking about the sociill utility of the research process itself. 

Physicists have learned that what they once believed to be 

•inert" matter, the perfect subject for empirical observation, is 

· ~ctually so dynamic that the observed is, to differing degrees, 

r-ha.,qed by the very process of observation- How much more true 
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should this be in.tbe caaes of the natural and social sciences. -We, 

in,our -research, are not ~bserving the people of -êhe'Jurui -River. 

We ere intereeting with ~hem. We can not simply come and go, hoping 

that they will see that our questioning and probing was all worth 

their whiles some distant day when Brazilians ce.n buy the paperback 

eãition, of the Portuguese translation.of the bock-version Of the 

dissertation produced from our research. Given,the assumptions that 

(1) the social utility of the fin!shed research products is only a 

sack of good intentions at this point and that (2) the research 

process is bound to influence the rubber tappers in, some ways in, 

any case, we have adopted the policy that our presence during the 

research should be of some social utility. The only stipulation is 
- 

that such a contribution. since it usually consista of sharing 

useful knowledge, be rnade after the questionnaires are completed, 

soas not to influence the responses. 

The best illustrations of this policy are in, the areas of health 

and political education. We always carry a copy of Werner•s Where 
~ov' ' 

There Is No Doctor~ whose illustrations have been a source of fas- -~~P~ 
~~~~ 

cination and extremely educational discussions in every place we ,~ 

have visited as part of our study. We also ca;·ry along extra supplies 

of siJnple medicines such as aspirin~ antisept.i ointments, etc. for 

which there is a great need, although we spend most of our time 

warning against blind recourse to expensive, manufactured medicines 

and discussing the uses of medicinal plants and home cures with 

·~hich my wife, Lucilene, a native of Amazonas State, is very familiar. 

We have helped improve the health of some people, in fact, by coun~ 
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selling them to stop taking certain,medicines that were harming them 

because, not being able to read the labels, they did not know that 

such medicines were not at all appropriate in,their cases.· 

Grassroots organizing will be one of the key recommendations in 

the conclusions of our- resea ,~eh: organizing to protect important 

lakes from over-fishing, orgi·.nizing coopera tives, organizing resis 

tance to various forms of economic exploitation, organizing community 

health projects, organizing women to take a more active part in, 

decisions affecting their lives, organizing around the idea of 

extractive reserves,~ •• The inhabitants of the study area are 

extremely interested in such topics. The very nature of our work 

causes us to explore with thern the details of their economic exploi 

tation and tbe degradation of critica! natural resources. These 

discussions quite commonly prompt them to remark on the difficulty 

of resolving such problems when they have no organized political 

force with·which to confront the patrão or whomever may be respon~ 

sible for the environmental degradation. Lucilene has many years of 

professional experience in organizing rural workers in Amazonas end I 

have devoted considerable time to political organizing in the Onited 

States during the past twenty years. Since we happen to know a 

few things that the rubber ::tappers seem to find interesting and 

useful when. discussions turn to politics, we feel it would be unfair 

to sirnply take away their knowledge and call it •ourw research data, 

while withholding ~ knowledge. 


